
 
 

Tennessee Rugby Academy vs Sumner County 
Date: April 10th, 2021 

Final Score: Sumner County 24 – TRA 7 
 

Despite some wet field conditions and limited players, Tennessee Rugby Academy received 
support from Pendelton (IN) Rugby and Ravenwood Rugby to provide subs in a spirited match 
against Sumner County.  
 
TRA’s attack struggled to find a rhythm throughout much of the first half, while Sumner’s attack 
found go forward and scored the game’s first try midway through the half. TRA responded by 
stringing together some promising ball movement of their own. TRA struck deep into Sumner 
territory with a series of offloads from Marquette Hayes to Devin Davis to Caleb Halveston, but 
the attack came undone due to some untimely penalties just outside the try zone. Sumner went 
on to score once more to take a 12-0 lead into halftime. 
 
While TRA mounted a stout defensive effort for much of the match, Sumner built upon their 
momentum to score two more tries in the 2nd half. Despite the margin on the score board, TRA 
Senior Solomon Tyson proved a menace to tackle for the Sumner defense throughout the day, 
and finally struck deep into Sumner territory late in the 2nd half. Superb support running by 
Senior wing Dawson Miller allowed TRA to quickly recycle the ball from a ruck, leading to a try 
by Senior Devin Davis under the post on the next phase. Senior Tyler Sherwood off TRIBE Rugby 
converted the kick to make it a score of 24-7 to conclude the scoring for the day. 
 
After the match, Senior captain Marquette Hayes was complimentary of how his teammates 
responded to adversity and held together against a skilled Sumner County team. Hayes 
particularly highlighted how his younger teammates have learned and improved every game 
this spring. Sophomore props Adel Aqqad and Tayvon Jefferson of Hardin Valley and Freshman 
Hooker Blake Scott of TRIBE displayed a lot of promise as front rowers new to the sport, while 
Jeremiah Wilson of TRIBE rose to the occasion in his first action at scrum half. Junior Kieran 
Stone also provided a solid effort on the pitch, and made some exceptional line out throws 
which connected with jumper Caleb Halveston to win the majority of TRA’s line outs.  
 
Tennessee Rugby Academy thanks Sumner County for provided an exceptional day of rugby as 
hosts at the Hendersonville Rugby Complex, and is also greatly appreciative for the additional 
players provided by Pendleton (IN) and the Ravenwood Raptors to enable some much needed 
substitutions. Tennessee Rugby Academy looks learn from the mistakes of this weekend in 



preparation for facing the Ravenwood Raptors at the Tennessee Rugby Park on April 17th with a 
projected kick off of 2:15 PM. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TRA Starting Line Up 
1. Adel Aqqad 
2. Blake Scott 
3. Tayvon Jefferson 
4. Aaron Thompson 
5. Josh Pendelton 
6. Kieran Stone 
7. Gator Pendleton  
8. Marquette Hayes 
9. Jeremiah Wilson 
10. Tyler Sherwood (1 Conversion Kick) 
11. Dawson Miller 
12. Solomon Tyson 
13. Devin Davis (1 Try) 
14. Dayvon Jefferson 
15. Caleb Halveston 
 
Scoring Summary 
Sumner Try/Conversion Kick Good  0-7 
Sumner Try/ Conversion Kick No Good 0-12 
Sumner Try/ Conversion Kick Good 0-19 
Sumner Try/Conversion Kick No Good 0-24 
TRA Try by Devin Davis/Conversion Kick Good by Tyler Sherwood 7-24 
 


